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DURHAM DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD UNDER FIRE
FROM MODERN DAY WITCH- HUNT’S AGAINST TRUSTEE - DISCRIMINATION PROM ACCESSIBILITY
PRACTICES - QUESTIONABLE BOOKS IN LIBRARY --  The People Have Had Enough -- MEETINGS GETTING VIOLENT

The down hill momentum started for the DDSB when trustee Linda Stone was forced to apply for judicial review of a February censuring vote by the DDSB.    
A Durham District School Board (DDSB) trustee is launching a legal challenge to reverse her censuring by the board.
Trustees voted to censure Linda Stone in February, arguing she had breached the Code of Conduct while making comments about the board’s updated human
rights policy.  A policy that some have called politically skewed to protect a social agenda.   As well, some social media posts attributed to Stone have been
described as offensive by those protecting the new school board sexual explicit curriculum.  Parents have formed groups to not only back Ms. Stone position
but to demand the DDSB change it’s policy on many issues they deem inappropriate for children. The censuring has banned Stone from committee meetings
for the rest of the year.   Stone is partnering with a legal advocacy group called the Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms. 

The Durham District School Board is now under fire for it’s strick and anti-constitutional policy and out of control attitude.  Some have deemed the board an
out of control entity accountable to no one and non-representative of the best interest of the community and or students. This in part the reason for the hostil-
ity at public meetings.  Groups like Durham Freedom Fighters and others are taking notice and action.   The DDSB appears to be promoting border line porno-
graphic/sexually explicit material in it’s sexual teachings.   The DDSB further protects it’s questionable policy with persecution and or ridicule against anyone
opposing them.    Stone as any other member of the community has the right to express concern without fear of persecution or prosecution.  DDSB actions
appear to have more dark and sinister overtones according to organizers.  Some are calling for the resignation of the Chair and anyone supporting this form
of anti democratic censoring practice.    DDSB should be more concerned over the safety of children than the pornographic material they utilize to push sexu-
al alternative life styles and acceptance, claims group organizers.  The Durham Freedom Fighters pledge:  We will be there every 2 weeks until they remove
the pornographic content out of our school libraries, and restore our parental rights within the school board!!!   
Durham Freedom Fighters organizers stated, This is not about sex or sexual preferences.  This is about taking pornographic material out of school curriculum
and focusing on core education. We have nothing against the LGTB community.  We want to work with them so that the negative stereotype can be dissolved
and they may truly enjoy equality in society.”   (To the right there are two examples of the types of books circulating in schools.)
Organizers have released the following statement:   “Come Listen as DDSB trustees tell parents that books containing pornographic images (including children
giving Felicio, using sex toys, and getting off while driving) was deemed to follow their human rights code last year after complaints from parents.”   Jessica from
Durham Freedom Fighters stated.  Parents have had enough.   Parents right across the nation are also starting to take notice of how schools are allowing men
in full drag enter libraries and read to children as young as 8 years old. No one would mind if anyone from the LGTB  read books to kids as a volunteer.  The
problem rises on the fact they must ridicule the traditional female image as shown in picture to the right.  Over dressing and over make up.  This is not about
homophobia any more than that of those that choose to dress as opposite sex a sign of identity psychosis.  This is about children and doing what is right for
future generations.   Last  Monday’s board meeting was put into recess on two occasions, each time due to the loudness of some guests in the gallery. Trustees
and board staff were interrupted multiple times while speaking. During the second recess, the gallery was cleared.
The Elementary Teachers’ Federation of Ontario (ETFO) Durham Local and the Ontario Secondary School Teachers’ Federation (OSSTF) District 13 put out a
joint statement Tuesday, saying the education community has “a responsibility to uphold human rights and a moral obligation to respond when harm is taking
place.”  If this stands true then the (ETFO) should also be supportive of the harm that this board is doing to the innocence of the children they represent.  Claims
Beverly Clad.    “We are deeply concerned about the safety and well-being of marginalized members of our school communities, and demand violence and hate
not to be tolerated in any setting, including school board meetings,” added the unions. “Our communities deserve to feel safe, welcomed and included, not ter-
rorized for being their authentic selves.”  This includes the innocence of our children, claimed a protester by the name of Ivan Rose.  “The board hides under
politically correctness and prosecutes anyone that questions them.   The so called marginalized community are to blame for causing this havoc as they play a
victim card that is not true but instead the instigators of violence against anyone that opposes them.  It is not about homophobia or acceptance.  It is about
forced compliance or else by the LGTB community.  The LGTB community needs to be less militant and more understanding to people’s concerns.” 
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